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Abstract—As the remedy used music becomes active and meditation effect through the music is verified, people take a growing interest about psychological balance or remedy given by music. From traditional studies, it is verified that the music of which spectral envelop varies approximately as $1/f$ ($f$ is frequency) down to a frequency of low frequency bandwidth gives psychological balance.

In this paper, we researched signal properties of music which gives psychological balance. In order to find this, we derived the property from voice. Music composed by voice shows large value in NCSD. We confirmed the degree of deference between music by curvature of normalized cumulative spectral distribution. In the music that gives psychological balance, the curvature shows high value, otherwise, the curvature shows low value.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In automatic recognition and artificial intelligence, the importance of emotional recognition is growing up because mechanism and algorithms are operated like human with emotional thinking. The methods to extract emotional information from signal and transfer signal have been presented and developed. In speech signal, emotional recognition is performed by the difference of factors which is used for speech recognition through emotional changes. The methods to visualize these emotional properties of signal have also been developed and used.

For music recognition, it is classified into genre classification [1], instrument classification [2], music search [3] etc and it is performed by 90 factors approximately. Many of these factors are from speech recognition and audio description of MPEG.

It is medically proved that music effects on the psychological and mental health. So music is recently used for therapy and mediation [4]. Even music is developed and produced for these purposes [5]. Analysis of music which is used for therapy and mediation is performed by brain wave and psychological changes from the effects on the brain and body of human [6].

The music which is used for therapy or medical purpose is produced by using the similarity from the result of medical experiments [6].

Even though the effects of emotional factor of music on life and psychological health are proved, it is not enough to express and classify the music for emotional recognition by signal own properties since the factors which can represent emotional parts are not enough. In this paper, we researched how can express emotional elements in music objectively. So we proposed curvature of normalized cumulative spectral distribution as new factor that can represent signal property of music which gives psychological balance and improve emotional recognition rate of music.

II. MUSIC COMPOSED BY VOICE

Music is growing up with musical instruments. Some kinds of music have only played with instruments, and it also played by voice with instruments or not. Richard F. Voss and john Clarke researched that the music which is played for a long time is characterized as $1/f$ on low frequency. And this is revealed is speech [7, 8]. Namely, popular music has similar property to speech in low frequency. For music, Fourier analysis has used before. And the properties from music in frequency are applied into content-based music classification and recognition. Now we analyze the music only composed by voice. It is not just speech. After that it is compared with other music to know which music has the similar property.

A. Normalized Cumulative Spectral Distribution

In this paper, we propose Normalized Cumulative Spectral Distribution (NCSD) as factor which can express spectral distribution of music to compare with music only composed by voice. NCSD is defined by (1).

$$S_{cv}(f) = \frac{\log(S_{scv}(r)) - \min(\log(S_{scv}(r)))}{\int_0^f \log(S_{scv}(k)) - \min(\log(S_{scv}(k))) dk}$$

With NCSD, we can confirm the relative spectral distribution. It also expresses cumulative energy with increasing frequency. In speech generation model, excitation convolved with vocal track which means generation system. So spectral envelope followed around formant envelop in frequency. In formant of speech, generally energy is concentrated in low frequency. And it is decreased with increasing frequency. On the base of this, NCSD of speech is rapidly increased on low frequency, and an increase is
decreased with increasing frequency.

The following figure shows spectrum and NCSD of music composed by voice. In this paper, we would like to know property of popular music which makes people comfortable for a long time. So we used sacred song for this property.

Fig. 1 Spectrum and NCSD of Sacred Song

B. NCSD Curvature

In order to represent the NCSD by one factor, we defined NCDS curvature as (2).

\[ k_{CN} = \frac{L_{CN\_envelop}}{L_{straight}} \]  

Where \( L_{CN\_envelop} \) is the curve length of NCSD. And \( L_{straight} \) is length of solid line from ‘a’ to ‘b’ in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows the NCSD and effective bandwidth.

Fig. 2 Spectrum and Normalized Cumulative Spectral Distribution and Effective Bandwidth

Effective bandwidth is decided when \( S_{CN}(f) \) is lower than threshold. The threshold is from experimental result. After that NCSD Curvature is extracted on effective bandwidth. \( k_{CN} \) is close to 1 when the NCSD curve is similar to solid line. If the NCSD line is curved a lot, \( k_{CN} \) will be large. So it can represent the NCSD and relative spectral distribution.

III. MUSIC COMPOSED WITH INSTRUMENTS

To confirm property for music composed by instruments, we classified music into classic by many instruments, classic by one instrument, classic by electronic instrument, new age, ballad, jazz, dance, old pop, pop, rock and techno. Fig. 3 – Fig. 13 show the spectrum and NCSD

Fig. 3 Spectrum and NCSD (a) Classic by All Instruments

Fig. 4 Spectrum and NCSD (b) Classic by One Instrument

Fig. 5 Spectrum and NCSD (c) Classic by Elec Instruments
Fig. 6 Spectrum and NCSD (d) New Age

Fig. 7 Spectrum and NCSD (e) Ballad

Fig. 8 Spectrum and NCSD (f) Dance Music

Fig. 9 Spectrum and NCSD (g) Jazz

Fig. 10 Spectrum and NCSD (h) Old Pop

Fig. 11 Spectrum and NCSD (i) Pop
Table I shows $k_{CN}$ for all kinds of music that is classified in this paper. On the table 1, $k_{CN}$ of sacred song that is just made of voice is large. And Classic and New age have large point like sacred song. They did not use voice but they show similar point with sacred song. But ballad, dance, jazz, old pop, pop, rock and techno have small point. Classic and New age give psychological balance to people. And it is generally qualified to many people for a long time or nowadays.

Table I: Curvature ($k_{CN}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Music Genre</th>
<th>$k_{CN}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sacred Song</td>
<td>53.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic by all instruments</td>
<td>71.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic by one instrument</td>
<td>123.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic by one elec instrument</td>
<td>74.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Age</td>
<td>73.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballad</td>
<td>7.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance</td>
<td>13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz</td>
<td>22.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Pop</td>
<td>8.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop</td>
<td>6.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>14.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techno</td>
<td>31.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$k_{CN}$ = NCSD Curvature

IV. CONCLUSION

In music perception of cognitive psychological, the curvature of normalized cumulative spectral distribution is high for music which gives psychological balance. That means consonance of sounds in spectrum is well. Commercial music such as pop or techno is composed stimulatively and played by lots of musical instruments. In this time, each musical instrument played with each characteristic on the spectrum since each instrument has main part of spectrum different from the others. So it figures like a horizontal line on the spectrum. It makes gradient of normalized cumulative spectral distribution to constant nearly.

We express our emotion through voice. Let assume that voice is one of instrument. In this time, the music which is only composed by voice can effect a change to psychologies. This kind of music is characterized by the output of vocal organ. In this paper we focused about that music which is only composed by voice gives psychological balance. In this kind of music, energy is mainly distributed on the low frequency. Energy is decreased rapidly by the increasing frequency. And the spectrum is distributed for all auditory frequency bandwidth even though it is only composed by voice.

In the music which gives psychological balance, it is established by each sound of instrument for entire harmony, so the energy is mainly distributed on the low frequency. Even though it is composed entirely of a lot of instruments, all instruments played like one instrument without characterizing individually. So magnitude is decreased by increasing frequency. This property is the same as of that music which is only composed of vocal organ of human gives psychological balance. It is shown that the spectral property of music made of voice is revealed at music gives psychological balance regardless of musical composition of instrument.

In this paper, we confirmed the property of music gives psychological balance by the normalized cumulative spectral distribution, and the curvature represented this property on the normalized cumulative spectral distribution.
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